
6th grade Demo 
 
Read the text and answer the questions.  
 
The ugly Duckling. 
When spring came, there were a lot of baby animals on the farm. Mother Duck had five 
little eggs and one big egg. One day the five little eggs opened and five little ducklings 
came out. The ducklings were very nice. Then the big egg opened and a big ugly 
duckling came out. He went to the farm yard. There were a lot of baby animals. A foal 
played with a little lamb and a kid. But they did not want to play with the ugly duckling. 
“Go away! You are ugly,” they said. The ugly duckling did not have friends. 
Winter came. The ugly duckling went to a small house and lived there.  In spring the 
ugly duckling went to the river. In the water he saw a beautiful white bird. “Who is it?” he 
asked. The other beautiful white bird said, “It’s you. You are a beautiful white bird”. Now 
the ugly duckling had a friend and he was happy.  
 
1. Choose the right synonym to the word UGLY. 
A nasty 
B beautiful 
C well-behaved 
D attractive 
 
2. Choose the right antonym to the word BEAUTIFUL. 
A awful 
B amazing 
C smart 
D handsome 
 
3. Choose the logical odd word. 
A farm 
B chick 
C foal 
D kid 
 
4. Choose the right meaning to the statement: “The ugly duckling did not have 
friends.” 
A The ugly duckling had no friends. 
B The ugly duckling haven’t friends. 
C The ugly duckling had some friends. 
D The ugly duckling haven’t got friends. 
 
5. Choose the right translation to the statement: “In the water he saw a beautiful 
white bird.” 
A Suvda u chiroyli oq qushni ko’rdi. 
B Qishda u oq chiroyli qushni ko’rdi. 
C Oq va chiroyli qushni suvda ko’rdi. 
D Suvda u chiroyli oq qushni ko’rayotgan edi. 
 
6. Choose the right opposite meaning to the statement: “In the water he saw a 
beautiful white bird.” 
A In the water he saw an ugly black bird. 
B In the water he is looking at a beautiful white bird. 



C In the water he did not see an ugly black bird. 
D Did he see an ugly black bird? 
 
7. Find the right sentence changed into the Present Simple in negative form: “Now 
the ugly duckling had a friend and he was happy.”  
A Now the ugly duckling does not have a friend and he is not happy.  
B Now the ugly duckling has a friend and he is happy.  
C Now the ugly duckling hasn’t a friend and he is not happy.  
D Now the ugly duckling don’t have a friend and he is not happy. 
 
8. Find the correct question to the sentence: “In spring the ugly duckling went to the 
river”. 
A Where did the ugly duckling go in spring? 
B Where did the ugly duckling went in spring? 
C Where does the ugly duckling go? 
D Where did the ugly duckling go in summer? 
 
9. Put the words in the right order:  
ugly/ duckling./ the last egg/ got out/ a(n) / white / big/ from / One day/ 
 
A One day from the last egg got out an ugly big white duckling. 
B One day from the egg got out last a big white ugly duckling. 
C One day from the last egg got out a white big ugly duckling. 
D One day a white big ugly duckling got out from the last egg.  
 
10. Find the regular verb. 
A play 
B see 
C have 
D go 
 
11. Find the TRUE statement from the text. 
A A foal and a kid did not want to play with an ugly duckling. 
B All ducklings from the six eggs were funny. 
C In winter all ducklings lived in a small house. 
D The ugly duckling was a beautiful white foal. 
 
12. Find the FALSE statement from the text. 
A Mother Duck had five big eggs and one little egg. 
B In spring the ugly duckling went to the river. 
C In spring a lot of animas lived on the farm. 
D In the water the ugly duckling saw a beautiful white bird. 
 
13. Find the correct word to the definition given below. 
“A young sheep is a ______”. 
A lamb 
B kid 
C foal 
D calf 
 
14. Find the right answer to the statement from the text. 
“The animals did not play with the duckling at first _______”. 



A because the duckling was ugly. 
B because the duckling was very big. 
C because the duckling was white. 
D because the duckling was nice. 
 
15. Find the right answer to the question from the text. 
Who did a foal play in the farm yard with?  
A with a kid 
B with a calf 
C with children 
D with a duckling 


